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from GC
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Modular composite system
for indirect restorations
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When only the best aesthetics will do
Meeting all aesthetic requirements is of paramount importance in today’s dentistry. With the new GRADIA PLUS system from GC, you will be
able to closely match any oral situation: both the white and the red, in the anterior and posterior region, from single crowns to full rehabilitations.
The GRADIA PLUS system encompasses all you need from the start, to create brightness, translucency, chroma and a natural opalescence
in the oral environment similar to porcelain.

GRADIA® PLUS
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Regardless of your preferred approach - Layering or One Body - with GRADIA PLUS you can complete
a wide range of clinical applications, from metal-free inlays, veneers and jacket crowns to frame-supported
crowns and bridges and implant superstructures … always achieving a highly aesthetical “red and white”
reproduction.

GRADIA PLUS from GC – where white and red are in perfect harmony
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The strength, durability and handling properties
of the entire GRADIA PLUS shade range are
the same, whether you are working with
the V-shades or Gum shades, or are working
with the Light Body or Heavy Body pastes.

When state-of-the-art technology is a must-have
Today’s patients not only expect their restorations to look perfect,
they also expect that brilliant smile to last “forever”.
GRADIA PLUS doesn’t stand out just because of its aesthetic features;
the technological evolution of this new material means it also stands out
for its high wear-resistance, compacted surface and surface smoothness,
and it therefore delivers durability and high gloss retention.
Besides being strong, GRADIA PLUS is also “gentle” on opposing teeth,
making it particularly suitable for posterior high-wear, high-pressure
restorations that are prone to chipping or cracking when made with porcelain.
All of this is thanks to GC‘s nano-filler technology - using high-density
and homogeneously dispersed ultra-fine fillers blended into the resin matrix
– and it is all achieved just by light-curing.

GRADIA PLUS from GC – Where innovation meets indication
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GRADIA® PLUS
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GRADIA® PLUS
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To match specific enamel areas you can easily
create your own Light Body mixture:
“Enamel-Opal” or “Transpa-Blue”.
To match more chromatic areas of dentin,
simply mix your Light Body “Dentin-Orange”.

The versatility of Lustre Paint, with its innovative internal and external paintable colours, will impress you. They can easily be mixed together
to produce almost every colour nuance. You can even create your own preferred consistency using the Lustre Paint Diluting Liquid.
On top of that, your beautiful work will have a high wear resistance and be protected thanks to our renowned nano-filler technology.
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GRADIA® PLUS
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So, finally you have a composite system that can be mixed
and that offers you a way of working similar to that of ceramic veneering.

GRADIA PLUS from GC – Where handling meets technique

The colour range of this remarkable composite
has been carefully chosen, fine-tuned and adapted
to the needs of today’s dentistry. With fewer standard
colours but more individual mixing and layering
options, GRADIA PLUS is more compact and
cost-effective.
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The unique modular concept allows you to step
into the system wherever you like. There is always
a set or a combination that will meet your demands
regarding indications or technique, from classic or
multi-chromatic build-up to a monolithic approach,
with or without gingival colours.
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GRADIA PLUS from GC –

GRADIA® PLUS

Layer
SET

Layer Pro
SET

Paint SET

Accessory SET

One Body
SET

Gum Shades
SET
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where rational means modular
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GRADIA® PLUS
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Two modes, one device, no double standards
All shades of GRADIA PLUS polymerise completely in short irradiation times with the all-new Labolight DUO from GC.
Our state-of-the-art multifunctional light-curing device combines two curing modes: pre-curing (step mode) and final curing (full mode).
Equipped with the latest double wavelength LED technology, the Labolight DUO can be used to cure any of GC’s composites in a safe and durable way,
while the high-power outlet speeds up light-curing cycles. Its automated rotary system and reflective plate ensure that the light is distributed
with optimum efficiency and that your work is exposed from all sides. The curing stand carefully positions the objects during all light-curing cycles.
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Natural opalescent effect of Base Opal paste
Copying nature, from classic or multi-chromatic to monolithic approaches
Natural opalescent effect in restoration
Gum reproduction in combination with GC Initial ceramic work
Jacket crown using the layering technique
Implant Bridge using red & white layering technique
Implant unit using layering technique
Implant Bridge using red & white layering technique
Single units using One Body technique
Telescopic bridgework using red & white layering technique
Individualisation of gingival tissue on removable denture
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